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The Wild Geese
We often heard them before the first light
And then we could see them, barely discern them
in arrow flight.
They would pass overhead in a raucous clamor
With voices like great creaking hinges,
And then they were gone, before the first light,
And our hearts would follow the echoes of their passing.
Did they define their flight, or did it define them?
And what were our lives of time and money
compared to theirs?
They fought the winds, the numbing distance, the long reach
of hunters' guns,
Yet I found no grief in their lusty cries,
But only a deep longing for a sense of arrival
At a treasured place that fills them like a truth.
All life is struggle,
And I for one would not deny theirs, certain as 1 am
That they have enlarged the soul of life
With their mythic flight of life's journey.
They leave us standing with tools in hand,
Our winter breath above our heads
While theirs trails quickly behind them
Before being blown to nothing by the wind.
And the questions they leave us, are the questions
of our own existence:
Where do we come from,
And where do we go?
- Jim Bummer
C
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Fear of Flying
Engines are fueled getting ready to go.
NK feel must m.iy planted firmly below.
I'm waiting tor take-off, holding my breath.
1 wave and sigh. 1 watch the plane leaving.
It's your tir-t flight and it'- something I know
—
New wings can ^arrv you to lands with more.
With take-oft 1 roach tor the air and more.
I should not be afraid to let you go
But -co there is something I tear I know
—
The Earth look- different when looking below.
With altitude your -en-e- -tart leaving.
It'- hard from heaven to gather your breath.
A- it I could turn you around with my breath
I cry to you there exists SO much more!
Things to do that we can't if you're leaving!
Your damn career! I don't want you to go!
Though distance brings a blurry sight below
I must try to hold on to us I know.
The horizon's no limit now 1 know,
Rut altitude is stealing my last breath.
Every cloud that you pass j^ets pushed below
1 )arkening my will to live anymore.
I hold on tight though I'm letting you go.
You can test your win^s— I won't he leaving.
Onee 1 flew lujjh with you, now you're leaving
Me to hover over things 1 don't know
How to get control of and still you £o.
Elevation drops, now I'm out of breath,
And onee I hit the ground I know there'- more,
As I stand close to you from here below.
Perhaps one day your dreams will fly helow
The clouds to take my heart before leaving
Again. But for now you feel you need more.
"Mill deep inside I hope you'll always know,
When pres-ure from the climbing takes your breath,
In me you'll always find a plat i- to go.
Below I fear tin- flight, hut this I know
You're leaving. I must try and catch m\ breath.
1 love you, so more I must give you . . . ( lo!
- Mu/v/lc ( hlUns
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Ensenada Fishermen
Eternal golden path,
stretching into the green sea,
Horizonward, beyond, beyond.
Dotted upon the living ocean are men,
boats of brown wood rotted and worm-
ridden, grey canvas sails dipping,
heaving to-fro over the swells.
The day is long yet ever closer
night, Mother Superior,
the beaches await pearly, white,
and the time for stowing and mending
close, now, close.
Nestled quiet in the brown hills
their town, their father's land,
lies waiting their return,
closer, ever closer, the
smell o( pintos refried well,
iron skillets over hearths roasting
tortillas, and the drink of the men,
the life of the men, their women await the
coming, together at the beach,
hushed voices saying, it i^ close now,
close.
- Robert Ashby
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Blushing Gray
On Lord. His handprints still warm on her back, she padded down the
PLUSHLY CARPETED HALLWAY. NEXT TO THE ICE MACHINE AND A FULL-LENGTH MIRROR Wl I'l
THE ELEVATORS. SHE PRESSED THE DOWNWARD ARROW, AND LOOKED AT HERSELF, DEVILISHLY.
HER FACE, DEVOID OF THE USUAL RED LIPSTICK, LOOKED PALL AND SMUDGED BY THE (.RAND
THUMB OF WHIRLWIND PASSION. HER HAIR WAS O.K.—FASHIONABLY MUSSED, AND HER JEWELRY
(SHE FELT FOR THE OUTLINE OF ROTH EARRINGS TO RE SURE) HAD BEEN PERFUNCTORILY
shoved into her pocket last night as she was
getting dressed. Although she never could step
away from her bathroom mirror until all detect-
able flaws were artfully disguised, now she
thought herself beautiful. Ravishing, almost. She
had a sparkle, a sheen to her—that glow she
hadn't in such a long time (could it have been a
whole year?) —along with a strange grin she
couldn't suppress. DING! The car had arrived.
She flashed her eyebrows at herself, glanced in
the direction of Room 701 (Why?), and stepped
into the green marbled elevator.
Before she could finish organizing her
thoughts and replay last night from the begin-
ning, the car stopped. She looked up at the floor
indicator—lobby already? ^^^^^_^^^^^_
But it was blinking "5" and
the doors were slowly
opening. Jesus, she
thought, who the hell else
is up at 7:00 on a Sunday
morning? Could he have
run down the stairs—her
thought was interrupted by ^^^^^~
^^^"^^
two teenage boys, wearing new jeans and bright
shirts who laughed their way onto the car,
dragging huge vinyl bags after them. They
looked quickly at her from under their eyelids,
and the taller one continued with the story that
apparently was making them laugh so hard
before the elevator came. "So anyway, the
bartender's like, can I see some I.D.? So 1 go,
look buddy, my father OWNS this place. . . ."
She rolled her eyes and clutched her jacket
closer to her stomach as she tuned them out and
concentrated on the piped-in music. Boys, she
thought, mere children. What had he played for
her last night on his tape player? It was Brazilian,
or something. . . . Just then the car slowed to a
Your minds would
explode if you knew,
dearies, she thought.
They really would.
halt again
—
"3" this time. The silent spread of
the doors showed two women staring directly
into the car with no expression on their colorless
faces. They stepped on board, revealing their
names and the church they belonged to, thanks
to stick-on nametags peeling away from the
cardigan sweaters buttoned only at the top. The
boys took a break from their riveting story, and
there was a moment of silence as both Maureen
and Mary Margaret ignored them and turned to
glower at her, the tramp in the corner with the
bloodshot eyes. Your minds would explode if you
knew, dearies, she thought. They really would.
Finally, the car softly landed and the
number "1" was flashing. While the women o{
__^^^___^^^_ the cloth tried to remember
in which banquet room
Brother Thomas was hang-
ing streamers and pouring
orange juice, and the two
boys grappled with their
luggage, she politely
squeezed out of the box and
began to stride. Definitely a
stride
—
past the smiling and the knowing desk
clerks, past the huge potted plants, through the
piped-in strings, and onto the magic grocery-
store mat that took the place of gentlemen and
opened doors for her.
As she stepped into the gray mist ot the
groggy Sunday morning even the usually crazy
traffic hadn't caught up with, she noticed the fog
had dissipated a little since she had taken one
last look at the fantastic view this morning. She
turned her head up toward the millions ot win-
dows looking down at her, hoping to see him
standing on the balcony, sadly blowing kisse^
and waving goodbye, but then she realized, up
there, it was probably not quite clear vet.
-Erwh J leverin
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Cat Print Body Walk
My dreams lick you,
walk lightly on the blanket up your Ic^s
to your shoulders, leave small dented
footprints. Wrapped around themselves,
lying on youi chest, they knead you,
revving their low engines.
Ruth Siedenburg
A Rose Is Still Simply a Rose
Do not give me a mere flower today.
It's hotter not to send bouquets to me
For they take the place of things you should say,
With mute wishes for forced tranquility.
Red roses prove your undying passion,
A daisy to beget me needed cheer—
A small array of vvildflowers mentions
You've sown your oats and wish to come hack here.
But flowers wilt and once more you won't come.
You seem to keep forgetting roses bite
And bright arrays of ineptness are dumb.
I'm growing tired of this lover's plight.
Take all of this madness to heart, my dear.
A Rose is still simply a rose, I fear.
- Michelle Collins
Making It Last
God what CHURCH think of church
Sitting in the hack trying not to fall asleep
All the other kids trying not to be too loud
And Cheryl who always wore those stockings with the
Damn Damn SCHOOL sittin' in those desks that were too small
Smelling chalk dust sitting behind Lisa playing with her
Hair No watching Ms. Dixon write on the board her sweater
Pulling tight DAMN DAMN DAMN God DEATH think of death not
Seeing not breathing not feellling just nothing or
Paradise!! Shit
' David Floyd
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The Boundaries of Awareness
I, sleeping, saw a great waterfall
thai $hone N many colors
of hi ue andRedand goLd
Which drENched the HUGE
Tree w.tH A NEW LIFE
aNI) i wa: the Wateri
al
1 And the Tree
and the herO And theblrds and 1 wuZ every
tl ling
FRE1
atonce inThE ValK\
,for thai is c-Xac tlywhere
i u.i: and Wanted tobe
until thai shrill logi<
tnitk my mind wholly hack
to its learned plat i
Qarry W. McK'.r //
Musing
There are charcoal nights,
when my heart
Takes a brooding turn
and unwept tears
lay taint upon my every deed,
That I wonder
where is my cheery hearth
and pots wanting to be stirred.7
Where is my love
to make me smile and cry
and to weep and laugh
on account of me?
Where are my babies
golden and brown,
eyes full of wonder,
begging me for tales?
Near or Far?
Close or Not at all?
I drink in the lonely night.
It pours freely from my pen.
- Christi Manh
Souls in A.M.
The dial moves slowly back and forth,
caught between my thumb and middle finger,
running over fast Spanish monologue . . .
dialogue,
further into Jesus "dammin 1 yo' soul fa' leavin' da' grace uh
"God bless A . . ."
".
. . merica's most widely used sleeping pill"
".
. . AT ZERO HOUR
working the throat of static,
manic squeals,
and low whirls of sound
caught between the air o{ red tower lights a
and my small bedroom
burning with noise.
Wes Daniel
*
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Smu.1I,
silvery,
slick and smooth to the touch;
.1 missionary o(
death
once thai
hard,
cold,
hammer
strikes my end.
In a rage resulting
in roaring fire
(for only .1 spl-
it second),
I pierce
the air
like nothing else,
determined upon
my target
X.
c )n< e
there,
I've
made
their
miserable
little
lives
flash
before
their
very eyes; and then they feel me, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha
Bereft
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The Old Verities and Truths:
Hope in the Heart of Darkness
In his 1950 Nobel Prize acceptance speech,
William Faulkner asserts that "a [writer's] voice
need not merely be the record of man; it can be
one of the props, the pillars to help him endure
and prevail." In order to accomplish this "duty"
as Faulkner saw it, a writer is obliged to remind
humanity of "the old verities and truths of the
heart . . . love and honor and pity and pride and
compassion and sacrifice," through works which
illustrate the struggle of "the human heart in
conflict with itself. Until he does so ... he will
write as though he stood among and watched the
end of man" (294-295). Joseph Conrad's gloomy
account of imperialism and the search for inner
virtue and moral truth in Heart of Darkness seem
not to satisfy Faulkner's criteria for good litera-
ture, superficially; yet upon
closer examination, one
finds that regardless of his
reputed pessimism, Conrad
suggests that humanity is
not necessarily doomed.
Through Marlow's experi-
ence, the use of inverse
symbolism, and the ambigu-
ities of textual meaning,
Conrad attempts to jar readers out of their
complacency to examine their own values and
motives. Journeying into the human "heart of
darkness," one finds that the capacity for good-
ness is counterbalanced by the capacity for evil,
but acknowledging that this "darkness" of human
nature exists is our only hope of controlling it.
Marlow's experience itself would seem to
suggest that Conrad believes there is little hope
left for humanity; whereas Faulkner asserts that
Conrad's obligation is to remind us of our nobler
qualities, Heart of Darkness appears to do just the
opposite, although it does satisfy the requirement
of illustrating the human heart in conflict with
itself. Marlow begins the tale idealistically
enough, relating how when he "was a little chap,
[he] had a passion for maps," that he would
"stare at them for hours [losing himself] in the
glories of exploration" (22). Yet, when he goes
to sign on for the voyage to Africa, his idealistic
... the capacity for goodness is
counterbalanced by the capacity
for evil, but acknowledging that
this "darkness" of human nature
exists is our only hope of
controlling it.
ignorance comes into conflict with imagery thai
suggests impending doom. He describes the city
as "a white sepulcher ... a dead silence ... as
arid as a desert." This archetypal symbolism of
hell is further reinforced in the employer's office:
"a skinny finger beckoned me. . . the great man
himself. . . his grip on the handle of ever so
many millions" (24). The "deal table" could be
understood figuratively to be a table where one
signs a contract with the devil, and one of the
two women who "knitted black wool feverishly"
is witch-like, with a "cat reposed on her lap,"
and "a wart on one cheek" (25). Frederick Karl
interprets these two women as "the Fates who
send gladiators out to die in the jungle for the
glory of the empire" (132). Amidst all this
hellish imagery, however,
there is an element of
hope, for Karl goes on to
say that "it is significant
that Marlow encounters
only two Fates (they could
be Clotho and Lachesis,
who in classical mythol-
ogy spin and measure the
thread of life), for the
presence of a third (Atropos, who cuts the
thread) would indicate his imminent death"
(132).
This sense of foreboding does not escape
Marlow: "I began to feel slightly uneasy . . .
there was something ominous in the atmosphere.
It was just as though I had been let into some
conspiracy— I don't know—something not quite
right" (25). Conrad clearly establishes through
Marlow's perception of the situation that he is a
moral man, yet the vagueness of the impression
suggests that Marlow isn't willing to confront his
trepidation directly. Rather than put a finger on
exactly what troubles him about it, he escapes: "I
was glad to get out" (25). He "accepts the status
quo for whatever reason" (Karl 126), something
we have all done at one time or another.
This initial scene sets up the reader for
the twists that Conrad imposes on conventional
symbols later in the story; the imagery previously
i iated with hell is now described in terms of
lightness, which is our traJiiuni.il imagery of
heaven, virtue and moral purity. To this,
nrad adds thai what is described in terms of
light, or white, is corrupt, artificial, even diaboli-
cal; and that which is described in terms of
darkness is actually truth. The effect of this
"symbol switching" forces readers to adjust
stereotypes, in<\ we eventually begin to realize
that Conrad wants us to see our labels as nothing
more than our illusions of reality. We use Labels
to classify, rationalize and comprehend what we
See and experience, and we are now in the
uncomfortable position of having to re-think
them. For example, it would be easy to think of
the jungle in the traditional terms associated
with it— the darkness—as the symbol of evil; yet
Conrad makes it very clear that it represents evil
as an element of truth. Marlow observes that
the wilderness "had taken [Kurtz], loved him,
embraced him, got into his veins, consumed his
flesh, and sealed his soul to its own by the
inconceivable ceremonies of some devilish
initiation" (64). The wilderness represents i
truth about the evil in Kurt:, and, as Conrad
establishes throughout the novel, in all people.
To succumb to this darkness is to suffer Kurtz's
fate; to avoid acknowledging it renders us power-
less to control it, and we become accomplices to
it, as does Marlow.
Another use o( this symbol-tampering
occurs when Marlow encounters other white
men on his journey, such as the chief accoun-
tant: "1 s.iw a high starched collar, white cuffs, ,1
light alpaca jacket, snowy trousers" (32). This
pristinery-garbed vision contrasts sharply with
the "barbarians": "black shapes crouched, lay, sat
between the trees, leaning against tlie trunks,
i tinging to the earth ... in all the attitudes o(
pain, abandonment and despair" 01 ). It is
immaterial that Marlow seems impressed with
the accountant, foi we can't tell if Marlow is
des< ribing him sarcastically or not; but ( lonrad
doed not intend to impriss the reader with the
"achievement*1 of imposing oneself forcibly on
the natives: "When one has got to make correct
entries [read "impose one's societal ideals"], one
COmeS to hale those s.iva^es hate them to
death," the accountant postulates ()]). Karl
sums up Marlow's moral judgement accurately
when he says that "he believes that imperialism
must justify itself with good deeds," yet, when
Marlow tries to apply this to the accountant,
Conrad illustrates "the absurd contradictions . . .
between modern beliefs and modern practice"
(126).
Perhaps no one character presents the rift
between belief and practice more vividly than
Kurt:. The reader is aware by this tune that a
meeting between Kurt: and Marlow will be the
climax of the story. We have seen the worst
that human beings have to offer in the atrocities
committed by Imperialists against the natives in
the name of wealth and power, but Kurt: is the
embodiment of the devil himself. What Conrad
wants to remind us of, however, is that Kurt:
started out as idealistically as Marlow did. While
reading Kurtz's report, Marlow is enthralled with
the "unbounded power of eloquence—of words
—
of burning noble words" that tell how the white
man "[could] exert a power for good practically
unbounded" (65). In this report tor the Interna-
tional Society for the Suppression of Savage
i. ustoms, Marlow has finally found the rational'
ization that his morality has been seeking. His
illusions are abruptly shattered, however, as he
reads Kurtz's last words, "the exposition o( a
method" to bring about this suppression, "lumi-
nous and terrifying like a flash of lightning in a
serene sky: Exterminate all the brutes!" (66).
As revelation after revelation of Kurt:'s malevo-
lence beats away at Marlow's ignorant idealism,
he arrives at two conclusions: first, that outside
the strictures of society, Kurt: allows the human
c apacity for evil to consume him; second and
perhaps, more important, he realizes that he
could just as easily have done the same thing.
What redeems Kurt: in Marlow's eyes are his last
words, "The horror! The horror!" (85). Whether
these words are Kurtz's sincere apology for suc-
cumbing to the darkness ot corruption, or the
angry cries ot a man thwarted by death from
completely establishing his power and domi-
nance, almost doesn't matter—Marlow needs
these words to be "an expression ot some sort of
belief that he acknowledges his wrongs and has
repented, because Marlow is incapable of com-
prehending the darkness that Kurt: embraced so
willingly. Michael Jones notes that "if Marlow is
going to continue to live as a moral being, he
untitled
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must, once again, shelter himself from the wil-
derness within the limitations of order and
coherence made possible by his conscious mind.
It is a kind of willful self-delusion that permits
him to escape Kurtz's fate" (78). Marlow cannot
directly face that he, as a human being, pos-
sesses his own "heart of darkness," that such a
thing exists in all people, so he rationalizes
Kurtz's cry as a "moral victory paid for by innu-
merable defeats, by abominable terrors, but
abominable satisfactions"—simply, a soul in
torment that repents in the end. And yet,
Marlow returns to society angry with the artifice
and corruption that he sees: "their bearing,
which was simply the bearing of commonplace
individuals going about their business in the
assurance of perfect safety, was offensive to me
like the outrageous flauntings of folly in the face
of danger it is unable to comprehend" (87).
Jones muses that "all things human are lies . . .
[yet] without lies, human life is impossible; the
order which is essential to it could not exist.
Hence Marlow, by the end of the tale, must live
with the knowledge that he too has to be a liar
in order to survive," and this explains Marlow's
apathy (78). In order to secure his own exist-
ence, he must be the unwilling accomplice to
the things in society he hates most; the alterna-
tive, as he sees it, is to follow Kurtz into the
abyss.
What other choice does Marlow have,
then, but to lie to the Intended? C. B. Cox
writes that "it is appropriate that Marlow should
lie to her . . . for her life is based on hypocrisy,
like the European civilization in which she has
been nurtured. Her devotion has transformed
the reality of Kurtz into a false ideal, and this
self-deception is a psychological necessity for
her" (58). Marlow knows that it isn't his place
to strip away her ideals, and has already ac-
knowledged that it is beyond his ability to make
her aware of what he now knows of human
nature. "No, it is impossible. We live as we
dream, alone" (82). Whatever revelations she
has in the future about Kurt: must be through
her own experience, and Marlow himself lias
already exonerated Kurt: tor his crimes in his
own mind.
_______^^^^
I\k-s ilu-> mean,
then, that we arc ulti-
mately powerless to re<
nize and control human
fallibility? Karl puts more
faith in Conrad than that:
"just because Marlow tails
to sec Kurt: as a devil . . . —
Joes not mean that his author did" (131). He
further states that Conrad believed "men deceive
themselves to the very end: about the evil in
others and themselves" (31). Conrad uses our
traditional symbols to show us that what we
stereotypically label as "good" may in fact be
evil, that people must face the darkness o{
Turning one's back on that
darkness doesn't make it
disappear; such a response only
proves to be a silent
acquiescence for it to continue.
reality. Turning one's back on th.it darkness
doesn't make it disappear; such a response only
proves to be .1 silent acquiescence tor it to
__^__ continue. Not examining
truth tor ourselves makes us
accomplices, willingly or
not, but Conrad cannot
lead us to this conclusion:
"The temptation for the
artist, as Conrad sees it,
would be to offer his readers
— an organizing metaphor by
which they could comprehend both his values
and his aesthetic forms, a heart for his awareness
of darkness" (50). We as the readers are going
to have to negotiate the darkness on our own,
for it is ultimately our responsihlity—not
Conrad's—to save ourselves. This may be what
Conrad had in mind all along.
- Susan Parker
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Early Morning Phone Call
Four a.m. and submerged in sleep,
Close by clock tapping softly,
Dreaming lightly or not at all,
His eyes rapidly twitch;
His calico slumbers at the
foot
0{ the bed.
Phone rings,
And he enters into a dream of
childhood
Bells.
Mrs. Fletcher of second grade
Stands ominously by the room's entrance
As the bell reports the beginning of class.
Eyes open-close-open-close
close.
Second ring draws him into an
Obscure reality.
Dream slowly melts away
As a cumbrous arm reaches for the snooze alarm-
Then retracts.
Again, his head becomes heavy in the pillows,
And like a ship full with sleeping passengers
Sinks quietly beneath the surface of the ocean.
His mind descends into a dark abyss,
Down
Down.
Bell tolls again like a compelling itch
Demanding action.
Slumbery eyes open to a dim room.
The phone is ringing
The phone is ringing
THE PHONE IS RINGING—
At four a.m.
With a sudden merging of fear and worry,
His eyes open wide.
He wishes the unwanted intrusion had not come.
Wishes, the way one wishes a problem
Would just fix itself,
just go away,
Just stop ringing—no,
The phone has to be answered.
Again the ring disperses the stillness
As the roused man forms a macabre image of his
Unwell parents.
Heart attack? Seizure?
Or car crash, tearing off arms and legs,
Head crushed like a used tissue?
If I don't answer
no I must answer
Did someone die I don't want to know
I hate who's doing this to me I must answer
Has someone died they're old they're old.
Fifth ring.
Maybe it's work—could be work;
Come in they may say.
It may be only that.
A trembling hand reaches for the
phone.
Fingers slowly wrap around the receiver.
And after one last moment of stalling,
He raises the receiver
And reluctantly guides it to his ear
—
Hello?
- Dane Creamer
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Blue Willow
Standing at the kitchen sink
(Hate all other chores hut this)
Buzzing man and children gone
—
Warming in the windowed sun.
Gently washing, water laving,
Gleaming plates of hlue and white,
Weeping leaves my eye delighting,
( lima shining in the light.
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Will the fishers catch their fishes?
Will the boatman reach the shore?
Will the lovehirds escape her father?
Questions frozen evermore.
As the patterns rim the story,
So my life is framed in roles.
( !rack or shatter's only answer
—
Smash the plate to break the mold.
( annot break my lovely dishes
(Man- to leave my sun-soaked sink)
Mind shall take- me out the window-
Iconoclastic thoughts will wing.
- Kaly Pace H\rd
The Bed is Made
We scale
laundry
dishes
no where warehouse piece work
homework
trying trying trying
to keep our
litterhox lives
fresh clean
upkeep upkeep upkeep
pulling the weeds
take down the trash
finish the list
So we can
find each other amidst
the rubble and grimy
frustrated tears . . . Our lives
are getting in the way.
- Susan Parker
Hardwood Floor
Neat little rows of glossy oak
soaking up the cold
from beneath
and holding it
in reserved anticipation
of bare awakening feet.
The procession begins
from bed
to bath
to kitchen.
All the while
each step
reminding us
of what outside awaits.
- Vance Hanson
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Grandfather Oak
The old oak stands in a field of loss
and measures all by what used to be.
Around him lie the fallen trunks and upturned roots
of those who had competed for water, soil and light.
He now stands alone,
and all this leaves him with the strange discomfort
of a battle won.
And who would have thought
that the very struggle was all that mattered?
For in the struggle he defined himself
as life-giver, life-enhancer, true heart of oak.
I see him now cast in solitude,
the shoulders hunching ever nearer.
The legs falter, the hands quiver,
"What's left of me," he half-joked.
His last years were spent in yearning for the path of return.
His journey was nearly complete,
and the life that began as a clenched fist,
was now the open palm for all to see.
The ghost of struggle is all that remains,
but that does not stir him.
Only the verdant chant of Spring can rouse him now,
for it is then that the old life and the new life are one.
Beneath these limbs with their weight of years,
we sought our comfort, and he has become the rooted thought
of strength and ease,
shade and rest.
- )im Buttimer
3
30 Common Occurrences in
America
dark
stroll
door
purse
L\
lock
in
turn
OUl
knob
push
in
shut
on
step
m.isk
glim
rape
open
man
step
nil
pull
Later.
out?
slam
tock
III Is
tock
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Through the Looking Glass: A Brief Reflection
Looking into her own eyes, Francine saw a lifetime ol solitude. Stepping away,
walking into the reality of her own minimal existence, the feeling slightly dimin-
ished . . . just enough for her to realize the image was not her own. Regaining the
knowledge of "then" puts "now" into a new perspective. Accosted by memories oi a
child, it is impossihle to mentally progress . . .
a little child in a red velvet dress and little black patent leather shoes . . . The little
girl runs through Francine's memory. When their eyes finally meet, the browns melt
into tears o{ horror.
It happens whenever she self reflects.
The browns of her eyes never let deceit slip far from view. If the glass weren't
so tantalizing she would be able to skip forward . . . but the image is so clear, the
brown so vivid, the memory so alive that she can feel the velvet as it covered her
face and suffocated her cries . . .
Rationalizing only succeeds in molesting her intelligence. She stares into the
brownness and watches mental movies that pause and rewind on cue. Played over
and over, the scenes are familiar to her mind's eye. Closing her eyes does not erase
the intensity of emotion . . . pressing the mute button does not drown out the
deafening terror. The volume of the crying gets louder and LOUDER as she desper-
ately tries to edit the memories. The fast forwarding finds her diving into the brown
glass . . .
the image shatters.
Seven years' bad luck seems more promising than a lifetime of shame and denial.
She stepped through the looking glass and couldn't come back.
- Christina Win Dyke
Looking Up
Blue and brown
anJ some green
J. irk and only a little oi each
Each one
Each ..II
Eac li .ip.irt
Blue brown and green
J. irk green
Is ii brown that falls in between?
blue and green
wing and wings
dark green wings
and blue to follow
Brown and green
Wh.it do they mean?
our eyes.
- Vance' Hanson
A Child Wins
A hoy looks into a mirror.
He is searching for the man
he someday hopes to be.
A man searches his reflection.
1 le looks for shadows
of the child he never was.
Staring out o( the silver-hacked ^lass
is a dream . . .
,1 dream of a child
who ki ame a man
before the man could he a child
. . . hut no reflection.
I In- man i luld lay forever silent
tor the boy had searched too hard
tor the man he would never become.
Tiffanie / ( ' Rogers
Cold War
Snowballs,
having been packed
tight by mittened hands,
are fired
like artillery,
by seasoned
playground Pattons
across Atlantic Avenue
to
rain
down
on the enemy, unaware
the game's begun.
- Craig Kozlowski
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Menthol Love
I told her that if I could
do anything in the world,
I would write and draw.
And I was
swimming drunk.
As I put down this pen to this paper, my
mind is a gumbo of kisses and tears and the
things in between. Now, is this piece ol
i
a] ei
going to serve as the silent priest on the other
side of the confessional booth or the drunk
soldier on the hunk above me? Becaun it noth-
ing else translates, one has got to believe that if
one sings one has sung. So to you, my priest and
hunkmate, here is a tune I heard.
The car didn't need to be locked. 1
stopped to think about the fact because we were
in a bigger city than I was used to.
"The car's alright.7" I asked Jeff as he was
going in the front door of a two story residential
house.
"Yeh, and we might want to bring in the
Toke-Master."
You see, this was Jeff 's friend Tom's
house. We went to the stairs through the down-
stairs foyer and hall. It was a solidly built colo-
nial style house that had tall shade trees in the
yard around it and was only five or ten minutes
away from a commercial district with imported
rug shops, Japanese restaurants, and Rolls Royce
dealerships. Among the furnishings in the down-
stairs of that house there was an elaborately
framed fish eye mirror that reflected the whole
foyer and living room distorted in its ten-inch-
wide surface.
I shut up, though. It's an unwritten rule
that one should look around and take in the
situation and get a hold on the situation before
asking a question about something that might be
obvious.
We went down the upstairs hall and
came to a room with a vaulted ceiling and a t.v.
There was a sofa, two chairs, and a table, and
you couldn't see much of the floor or table top
for the socks and pizza boxes and the plate of
marijuana. Tom came in after a minute and sat
down on the sofa beside Jeff, sighed, and said,
"Sorry 'bout the mess guys; it's been crazy."
Jeff said, "That's cool," and we smoked
and I found out that Jeff and Tom planned on
going over to a college town an hour away,
where I had lived for four years, to see a hand
that I did not want to see. The band already had
more listeners than they deserved, and I wasn't
going to be one even if it really didn't matter
<what I did and even it thai was where the major'
itv oi tt girls were going to be that night,
we -.it in the den with the stale pizza slices
sitting in their boxes on the floor And sweet
smoke filling the air. I was sitting on a chair
across from Jefl and Tom and could hear them
talking about Tom's girlfriend and everything,
and I realized that Tom's mother who they
didn't mention but had been sick with cancer
loing prcttY badly or had died. And, also, 1
decided I'd split away from them when they
went to the club where the oxer-hyped band was
playing at and go to some bars.
On the way to that college town we
listened to music by a hand from the area that
s.ihl: 01 the Statesboro hlues (I looked over in
the corner and Grandma she be had them too).
And 1 smoked cigarettes in the back and acci-
dentally burnt a hole into one of the leather
seats of Tom's tour-wheel- drive vehicle. Four-
wheel-drive vehicles, yeh, I'm trying to evolve
into a situation where 1 can walk everywhere,
arid everybody else seems to be evolving towards
picking up the groceries in a Sherman tank.
That college town was cold and inviting.
The kids were out for the holidays, and all the
hype-seekers were in one club. My friends joined
the worship of the popular—and 1 went looking
tor a place to worship the intoxicating. On the
1 ran into a mutual friend of Jeff and myself
named Pete. His girl was fine and sweet and they
were heading to a bar that I had never been in.
It was small and was decorated with ugly posters
and neon beer signs on every wall. Pete, his girl,
and I s,it ,it the bar and split up a pitcher of beer
into three Lilass mugs. The beer went down good,
and I started to ignore the detail- and enjoy the
finer points of the sc ene.
you're waiting tables and going back
to st hool for no reason.'"
"Yeh," I answered Pete. "I'm pretty sure
this thing isn't any big competition."
"You're ri^ht, Les. 1 mean I feel like a
fuck up halt the time because I'm not going to
- d« t"i or a lawyer. 1 mean 1 still have m\
fingers crossed
"
"Yeh, I mean, if someone's Lift directions
io this thing, I don't know of it. And I don't
know that I'd want to be let m on them anyway.
I he first rule would probably be to screw oxer
the person you would least like to screw over."
"Yeh man, 1 kind of envy your position."
Damn, 1 thought, you can't agree: it means too
much. "Watch out," I said. "I'm pretty sure I'm
on the highway to hell."
The bar ran along the right side of the
place and went down about halt the length. The
back half had two coin-operated pool tables that
were end to end with cocktail tables around
them. Down the left side there was a corridor
that was partitioned oft from the pool tables by a
low wall made of cheap wood. Around the near
pool table there was a iiroup of five people
shooting and drinking and smoking. One o( the
girls 1 had worked with on the university news-
paper. We both sold advertising space, driving
around from business to business. She smiled and
laughed in the newspaper office when we would
turn in our sales at the deadline. I would moan
and whine. I wasn't a good salesman, but 1 made
some good friends from that bunch of clients
who didn't buy any space, and I enjoyed working
downtown where the office was. That office was
just on the other side of the block from the bar
we were now in.
She was smiling and laughing like she
had when 1 worked with her. I glanced over m\
shoulder at her some more, then started staring.
1 ler and another girl were with three guys that
seemed a laughing, backslapping bunch. My
former co-worker, Laura was her name, and her
friend got up from their table with their beers
and walked by me to the door. 1 smiled at her
and raised my beer as she passed. I saw her close
up tor the first time since selling ids: light brown
hair, light eyebrows, clear skin, a grin, and eyes
that would bat this way and that. I looked back
down at my mug of beer, then glanced over iu\
shoulder to see her short plump frame bat this
wax and that out the door.
I talked to Pete and his girl and drank
with them. While we talked Laura and her friend
came back in, poured some beer into their mugs
from the pitcher they had left on their table and
went out again. And 1 stole another smile from
her on the way out. They came back in after
|usi about ten minutes for another refill, and that
time I turned toward them on mv barstool as
they passed me to leave.
"Where are x'all going? Are ya'll making
out in your car out there?"
"No," Laura said, "Do you remember me,
Les?"
"Oh yes," I replied. "And I'm sorry to
butt into your personal life."
"Les," Laura said exhaling and hatting her
eyes up at the ceiling. "That alley-way next
door sounds great. You know the one down by
the ice cream shop."
"Yeh, but what are you listening to?"
"Ourselves," she said. And I had no idea
she was a singer. They invited me out into the
cold to listen to them harmonize in that down-
town breeze-way. They sounded good filling that
alley full of honey voice, Laura up high and her
friend a little lower. They sang "There are stars
in the southern skies/ Southward as you go."
Real pretty. When they had their fill of singing
we walked back to the pub and she told me she
had quit the paper six
months after I had. I told
her it was great to see her
and got my place back at
the bar.
After a while Pete
and his girlfriend got up and
left, but I barely logged the
fact into my brain. I was
drinking, smoking, and
glancing over at Laura every once in a while.
She was wearing a Navy pea coat and her cheeks
were rosy.
I had noticed other people besides Laura's
group as the bar got more crowded. They were
sitting at other tables and going in and out of
the bathroom doors at the far end of the place. I
wasn't paying too much attention to these
activities, but then a guy started yelling in the
men's room. I could make out something like
"you fucking faggot," and could hear the whim-
pering of the person he was beating up and who
wasn't putting up much of a fight. Somebody
opened the bathroom door, and since the bar
was long and narrow, almost everybody in the
And she smiled and
laughed, but she always
smiled and laughed.
This recognition of tlu- situation, ever^
customer's head turned toward the scene, was .1
patch of stopped tune. Then I was m the bath-
room pulling the red-haired guy back with tin
arms wrapped around his upper arms and chest.
He yelled, "He's a fucking faggot," and other
things, and 1 was yelling "Calm the tuck down,"
"You don't beat people up," and "You're beating
the shit out of him."
I le wanted to keep beating the other <_'u\
up, and when the poundee made it out ol the
bathroom, the pounder turned around to pound
me.
"That motherfucker came on to me. No
one comes on to me."
He was two inches taller than me and his
red hair was cropped short. I walked fast over to
the corridor and the redhead ended up on the
other side o{ that low partition. He was standing
among the cocktail tables
cocked forward at the
waist towards me, but that
partition made me feel
safe enough to say slow
and loud, "You can't just
beat the shit out of
people." I was kind of side
stepping down the corri-
dor away from the guy
when Laura came up and explained to me that
the redhead was a good guy who was home on
vacation from some military hook-up and was
kind of edgy.
The adrenalin buzz trom that situation
had my knee jerking up and down and I reckon 1
finished my beer and sucked down a cigarette
before I left to find another bar.
It was cold and clear out and the trees
that line the downtown streets had all lost their
leaves. I walked around the corner and went
through a pair of brass doors that led to a wide
staircase that went up to a second floor pub. It
was a long and narrow place also, and the stairs
left you at the back end of it. The bar ran down
the right side wall and there were tables andbar could see this tall lean red-haired guy squat-
ting down to punch a smaller guy who was laying chairs at the opposite end by big windows that
on the floor with his arms crossed in front of his looked down over the street. The walls of the
head. He was crying and squirming, and there bar were painted dark red and the ceiling was
was fresh blood on his face that splattered on the dark green. I sat at the bar and started a cigarette
white tile floor with each punch. and a beer.
Before 1 had finished my beer, 1 saw
Laura, her singing partner, the red-haired
homophobe, and two other guys come to the top
of the stairs. They went down to the street end
ol the bar, but Laura saw me and came over. We
talked through some beer and then she said that
she wouldn't lei me say that 1 didn't know what
1 wanted to do. "It you could do anything in the
world, what would you doT she asked smiling,
"You've got to want to do something." I told her
that it 1 could do anything in the world, 1 would
write and draw. And I was swimming drunk. 1
wrote on her cocktail napkin something like:
Laura, don't leave me a scar
Don't scrape my elbows or my knees
Don't kill my poodle, but butter me bread
Snuj-dAuj bo'boof, ya*goosh.
And she smiled and laughed, but she always
smiled and laughed.
Then 1 was leaving with her and her
friends under the trees down the street, and 1
might have been skipping; 1 don't recall. The
quintet and 1 squeezed into one ol the guy's tour
wheel drive vehicles, \nd 1 didn't think o{
Sherman tanks because 1 had my arms around a
Navy pea coat full ol love.
"Do you want some sausage?" the redhead
asked me as he sizzled up the pork at the stove
hack at the singing dux's apartment. Laura
showed me the press kit for her hand and said
they played anything that was fun to sing and
that their name was the Barflies.
1 had no cigarettes, but her menthols
tasted fine out on the carpeted stairwell ol the
apartment building. She stopped laughing and
smiling on those narrow stairs, and she said,
"You want to kiss me." 1 did, and, si), 1 did. We
were on those stairs and then we were inside on
the floor ol the unlit living room. She stood up
in the dark and 1 pulled her hack down for a few
more kisses. Then, she broke away from me, her
bedroom door shut, and 1 was frustrated tor the
few seconds it took me to start snoring.
- Lee Nettles
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Lunch Time
That's it—open that can of
Whatever it is
YOU
Bought this time.
Twin Pet? That stuff with the plain white label?
Look at 'im. Ain't he cute in his boxer shorts,
And his Minnie Mouse tee shirt at three in the afternoon.
I'd like to see him
eat that shit
One day.
What's takin' so long?
You need a new can opener, or what?
Dog food!
It all stinks. But drat, I gotta eat somethin'.
Why not a piece of the pepperoni pizza you just
Wolfed down?
Wait! Where is he goin' now
He just set the half opened can down
And now where is he goin'?
I'll follow him.
Ouch! Step on my tail one time will ya?
Oh God, he's goin' into the bathroom.
Good. He didn't shut the door.
This means he only has to pee . . .
Behold! The flood gates are open . . .
Geez, man! Damn! Let me back away some.
Sometimes you humans are disgusting.
That's right. Zip up,
And let's get back to that can of
slop
That YOU wouldn't eat for a thousand dollars.
All right, he has it open.
Yeah, yeah
—
get the damn spoon from the dishrack.
What do you mean am I hungry?
Hell yeah, I'm hungry!
Just dump that can of hog testicles into my bowl,
goddammit.
Well look at that
—
ain't that just appetizin'.
It looks just like the
cuisine
I retched up that day I got too hot
Waitin' in the car.
Remember that, Mister Responsibility?
I just love that smackin' sound C
This garbage makes when it a
plops
Into my bowl.
And I'm supposed to like this stuff.
Man, one day me and you gotta talk. p
e
- Dane Creamer
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She could still sec that picture. Grandma had it oil the mantel
with eight others, all out ot date from Staggering tune periods. Some
were teenaged, some toddlers, hut they were all their best pictures.
The most famous ones. Probably because those were the very ones Gram and
l\>p Ju's,.- to display of their precious nine and not replace. All judgements will
he final.
Anyway, Phoebe's favorite was the one ot her older brother, Simon. He
and her younger brother, Jacob, were named from the Bible, while her name
was either from Salinger or Greek mythology. She wasn't sure, but being that
she admired both sources, it didn't matter. Vague pride seemed to be a gene
every one of her immediate relatives brandished on their individual helixes,
along with Strong noses and thick hair. A penchant tor heated debates about
politics or religion. Staying up until the wee hours playing pinochle or gin
rummy in Grandma's smoke-filled living room with handfuls ol pennies at each
place. Staring out ol windows. Losing touch with reality. She couldn't think of
any more.
What she saw was the cheap gold-plated frame in the center of them
all. The oldest grandchild. Her beautiful brother, age thirteen. Black, coarse
curls, tamed by the "good brush" — a hairbrush everyone in the household
shared, from her father's thinning blonde wisps to her mother's lush auburn
waves, and all follicles in between. It's still around, she thought.
He wore this "western-style" denim shirt with varying blue handkerchief
patterns above the breast pockets and below the long, pointed collar. He was
all snapped up and contained. The shirt used to evoke fashion-righteous snick-
ers from Phoebe, but a solemn feeling, like a priest's raised hand, would silence
her.
She supposed it was the expression on his face.
Most eighth-grade kids were so self-conscious and awkward that they
o\ ercompensated from terror in front of the camera. You know that grin. Or
grimace. If it wasn't the braces, it was the freshly-sprouted spattering o( black-
heads on their chin, or the new haircut they thought would make them look
devastating. But the barber didn't quite understand "a natural flip into my eyes
then a sudden twist to the left," the layers of Clearasil applied methodically
every seven minutes the previous night did nothing but singe off the good skin
cells, and Mom and Pad refused to pay for those new-fangled clear braces. Pm
ready for my close-up now, Mr. de Mille. But not Simon. He had porcelain skin
and perfectly straight teeth, but that wasn't it, she thought. It was more than
that.
He gazed into the lens with the ease ot ;i supermodel. His dark Italian
i looked tired, but not without an alertness the long lashes Phoebe coveted
could not conceal. His mouth, so pink and full, also conveyed a wisdom she
thought startling to see in a boy so young. He wasn't smiling, but expression
was surely there. She thought of her first crush, C ]. J. Brucklier, the class clown
who had an adorable, impish grin but froze sternly in front of a camera. It irked
hei that all she had of him now was a black-and-white image ol a kid she
didn't recognize above an almost indecipherable scrawl, "To Phoebe. The
greatest guy in the world is signing this yearbook and you better never forget it.
< IB."
No, Simon wasn't posing. She knew that look, and she imagined the
kids in his diss did, too. It's ;i look given when you expect to be the
first chosen for basketball teams, but you're
second. Yeah, I guess he is a better dribbler. It's a
look you give when you're convinced this test
was aced and you finally have an A to bring
home to the refrigerator of good grades museum,
but you get the usual, a low B. A R-minus.
Minus.
And you hold this look on the bus ride
home because you know your brother and sister
have A's. Nothing but A's. It's knowing the past
and seeing the future in one moment. Minus plus
is nothing. Holding steady.
Phoebe knew the look on a different
level, though. Her family communicated through
looks. Her mother was notorious at the school
where she taught for having the ability to reduce
the toughest seventh-grader to tears with one of
her quick glares. The meek were protected. Same
thing at home. They were taught what and what
not to talk about through Mom's looks. And that
blue-eyed stranger, stumbling through the door
after the midnight shift, chuckling to himself as
he tripped on the darkened staircase, was the
number one taboo subject. Shhhhhhh. Hee hee.
Be quiet. Creep.
Simon and Phoebe were quite close
—
going to the big school together while Mom
drove Jake to kindergarten. There were seven
years between Simon and his sister, and she and
Jake only had one year separating their births,
but somehow the two oldest were closest. They
had an underlying bond that no one else could
connect with. Their mother adored them all, yet
seemed to cater to the "baby." Phoebe's only-girl
status had its privileges, such as the biggest
Easter basket; and Simon, being the first-born
son, could have had an almost heroic stature in
some families. Not theirs.
Well, he was a sort of hero in everyone's
eyes except the one who would never accept him
fully. Father. He cut him down at every avail-
able opportunity. He's not even my son, he'd
say. Simon was born five years before Mom and
Dad met and quickly married. Her first husband,
an antsy musician, left when she found she was
pregnant. Of course, Simon was aware of the
situation, but Phoebe and Jake were not in-
formed until a young cousin's remark prompted
tears and questions. Phoebe often wondered, if it
weren't for that infamous night, when whispering
together undet a quilt, hei cousin [ennifei
blurted out,"You and Simon don'l even have the
same father," it hei mothei evei would have told
them. Alter all, Phoebe resembled Simon mu< h
more than the fair-haired Jacob. No matter, she
thought, he's my big brother whatever they
He was the one who taught her how to
throw a perfect spiral with the orange Nerf in
Delaware Park. I le was the one who got in
trouble every Christmas Eve for playing Frank
Sinatra at midnight when he should have been
sleeping, while Phoebe hid motionless under bis
blankets clutching a flashlight and trying not to
disturb the checkers game they would continue
as soon as their Mother's annual admonishing
ceased. He was the one who provided her with a
steady supply of stinging comebacks in case any
little punks tried to get the best of her on the
playground. And it was he who would huddle
with her, at the top of the staircase, silent, while
Mom and Dad cursed at each other, she through
sobs and he through an evil sneering chortle.
Simon and Phoebe were always on the same
team.
And at the top of the stairs, after they
had heard too much—"rotten kids," "I only have
two," " I did you a goddamn favor"—when the
screen door squeaked and slammed, and that
sickening silence slowly enveloped the house,
even seeping into Jake's room where he was
playing and humming to himself, Simon would
put his arm around his terrified sister who was
convinced Daddy wasn't coming back this time,
and he'd look at her. With that look.
Shame, relief, hope, responsibility, pity,
and love, all in one look. That was her solace.
She wasn't alone. Maybe he was more alone
than she felt. Probably so, but they were in this
together. She knew that.
This was an almost weekly ritual, fol-
lowed by days of silence yet dutiful "Hi Daddy"
when addressed. The routine was followed as the
weeks passed and tension grew. Eventually
Phoebe could hear Father yelling at Simon.
"Do you really think you'll get into a
good college with grades like these"'
"I just started high school."
"Answer me!"
"I don't know."
"What do you mean you don't know.' W^
you think I enjoy pending money on thai
school to see grades like this.'"
"1 don't know."
"Jesus Christ! Look at me when I'm
talking to you. Jesus, Simon. 'I don't know.'
What the hell goes on in your head? Do you act
this dumb in school.1 No wonder you get
goddamn grades like these! You might as well
drop out oi school now! Do you re. illy think
you'll ever get into college with grades like
these.' Look at me!"
And so it went. Eventually Mother would
stop grading papers or putting clothes in the
washing machine in the basement and relieve
her sun by sending him upstairs and then attack'
ing her husband.
"Do you know what you're doing to him?
To this family.'"
"Lemme alone."
And Simon would trudge upstairs to
where Phoebe would be in his room, playing his
records and pretending to be ^^^^^_^^^^^
engrossed in her homework.
"Get out, Phoebe."
"Come on. I'm just
sitting here. You want me to
go on the floor? You want
the desk.7 Here, I'll move my
hooks and you can sit here
and I'll just—
"
"Phoebe, get out!"
So she'd slam her history book closed,
and shove her notebook and workbooks and
pencils into her purple bookbag, and, tears
burning her eyes, stomp out oi his room, down
the hallway, past Jacob's closed door, past the
staircase leading to her seething mother saying,
"You sonuvabitch. He's fifteen years old, for
Christ's sake. Fifteen years old! What do you
want from him.'" past all that, into her delicate
room, with the door that stuck and made a
fantastic noise when slammed, like an axe into a
tree, where she would slap the light switch on
and sling her bookbag on the light blue carpet
and herself on the pink chenille bedspread,
when- she would slowly dissolve into gulps and
sobs and gasps and finally, mercifully, sleep.
And so it went. A scene, a stomp, sleep,
then silence. She began spending more time in
her room, concentrating on homework and
She took bites between glares at
this stranger sitting next to her
at her dinner table. This
stranger who made her brother
smile and ask his mother if he
could help wash the dishes.
books rather than whatever might be going on in
the kitchen—whoever was yelling at whom.
Sometimes, it she happened to be in Simon's
room and he ordered her out, Dad would conic
out of nowhere to defend her and start some
thing with him. Resentment was palpable, no
matter how much she tried to dispel it.
"Simon? You want to go outside and toss
the ball?" she'd say after one such argument.
"No. Go away. I'm busy."
"C'mon, Simon. It's still light out. 1
wanna show you this new way I have o( throw-
ing it, I can almost hit the street li
—
"
"Phoebe, I said I'm busy. Are you deaf?
Leave me ALONE!"
So she left him alone. But he didn't stay
alone. One day he brought home a girl to eat
dinner with them. A petite, polite blonde girl
who giggled a lot and had perfectly manicured
long fingernails. Her name was Beth, and Simon
met her at the store where they both worked.
^_^_____^^^_ She sat at the table be-
tween Simon and Phoebe,
with her napkin on her
lap and nervously
complimented Mom's
cooking, asked for the
recipe, and asked Jacob
and Phoebe about
school—the same one she
attended "a lot of years ago." And while she and
Jacob laughed about old Miss Mazzarini and how
melodramatic she got whenever she had a cold,
("Oben your boogs to pade wud-sebbeddy-sigs")
and Mom beamed at Simon as she passed him
the salad, Phoebe slumped over her plate and ate
her spaghetti slowly, answering Beth's inquiries
with monosyllabic grunts. She took bites be-
tween glares at this stranger sitting next to her at
her dinner table. This stranger who made her
brother smile and ask his mother if he could
help wash the dishes. Nonplussed, Phoebe could
only arrive at one conclusion. This was not
good.
Her premise proved true as she saw more
of Beth and less of Simon. Jealousy mounted,
and de-spue burning-faced attempts to conceal it
as she overheard him cooing on the phone
behind his closed door, it began to present itself.
She would mock Beth's prudish, frilly demeanor,
how she told Simon who later told Phoebe that
"your little sister is such a doll. I'd love to take
her shopping or something." She would cackle
about the time they attempted to teach her to
play football and Beth, oh so typically, threw
like a girl. She would ask Simon, well aware of
the date he had, to spend time with her, then
whine when he turned her down. "You AL-
WAYS go out with BEEEEETTTHHH. Can't
you stay home for a change?" And he'd silence
her with his look. The look he used to comfort
her with was now of new meaning. Why the hell
would I want to stay here?, it seemed to say, but
Phoebe also sensed that he wanted her to come
with him. Can't you like her? Why can't you like
her? She sensed these pleas as he left her in a
cloud oi Aqua Velva, left to wait for whomever
came home first, Simon or Father. Sometimes, if
Simon came home first, she'd hear his music go
on and his door close, and she knew he was safe.
But if Dad came home first, and Mom was
asleep, he'd come into
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Phoebe's room, where her
light was showing under rpi
, , „,,, , 1 hey were now
the door. He d knock 7
lightly, pop open the in separate
door, and walk in, "Hey,
sweetheart."
"Hi, Daddy." One
assessing look usually ^^~^^~
corners*
sleep n< »w.
"( )-o-okay, baby. Sweel dreams, horn
And he'd dost' the door. Bui she could -till heai
when Simon came home and the fighting would
begin, he was oul too late, or didn'l < lean the
garage, or something. It w.is always something.
They were now m separate corners.
( )ne Friday, she attac ked oul i >i desj
tion. Wanting to save him these late-nighl
confrontations, wanting him with her when
Father came home, to console her after one look
into the icy, unfocused blue eyes that seemed to
laugh at her. She couldn't ignore reality b\
herself. Collective pain was a comfort. So she
stopped him on his way out of the bathroom, his
face pink and shiny from a fresh shave and told
him flatly, "Simon, you can do better than that.
Than her. She's not good enough for you. She's
a phony and she won't make you happy 1 mean
she can't make you happy because she's a fake
and all she cares about is hairspray and pink and
not breaking her long stupid
fingernails and— " her voice
cracking and almost hysteri-
cal by this time, she looked
at his face, with his eyes
glowing with what seemed to
her a mixture of shock and
loathing, and she burst into
~~ tears. Oh Simon, I don't
confirmed her suspicion of that stale, pungent
odor that wafted in after him and seemed to
settle in front of her, and what it was that
seemed to oil his joints and ease his smile.
"Wh-wh-where's your brother?"
"He's in bed," she'd answer stoically and
look down at her book hoping he'd leave.
"Not him. I mean ... I mean where's
you-y-y-your other brother, heehee, otherbrother
otherbrother? Hee hee. Whatsamatter, sweet-
heart? Otherbrother hee hee!" He'd be laughing
and trying to make her laugh along with him,
she supposed, but she wanted to cry. Or throw
up. Or run.
"I don't know. He's out with Beth."
"Whatsamatter, sweetheart? No. I mean
where's Simon?," methodically speaking, enunci-
ating each syllable as in an attempt to hide his
current state. Establish.
"Daddy, I told you he's out. I'm going to
mean to hurt you, she thought. I just need you.
Don't you need me anymore? And she received
her reply as he shoved her out of his way, and
stalked down the hallway, and as he got to his
room and turned to close the door, he glowered
at the sobbing girl, looked straight into her eyes,
streaming rivulets of embarrassment and fear
over her burning cheeks, and pointedly, through
clenched teeth, seethed, "You little bitch."
Eventually, news came to the dinner
table that Dad had received a promotion and the
family would be moving four states away. Phoebe
was now in ninth grade and would continue high
school in the new state, but Simon had an
option. After all, he was now in college, with a
steady job, and still, a steady girlfriend, Beth. He
could go or stay. Despite Phoebe's meager at-
tempts to convince him of new and wonderful
opportunities awaiting him, one month after the
announcement, he put a security deposit down
on a small apartment on Summii Avenue, near
the park.
Moving Day arrived, and Phoebe sat on
the front stoop watching as Simon's friends tried
to tu his bed into the back o\ Mark Ruffs truck,
laughing and cursing, while stony-faced movers
hoisted boxes ot their old toys and books and
clothes on top of the kitchen table, over which
they would never gulp mouthfuls o( Frooi Loops
together again. As the furniture was removed, .ill
ot their besi hide-and-seek places were erased.
Gone. She shuddered as she heard her mother
tell the men. " Leave that box. It's staying." And
when the commotion was over, the home was a
naked vault ot matted
carpet .\n^\ memories, it
was time to leave.
Simon hugged them all,
blinking hack tears and
saying he'd see them
real soon, and closed
the car door atter his
mother, staring into his
sister's tearful gaze from
the hack scat. She
watched him as the car
pulled away, getting
smaller and smaller,
shove his hands into
his pockets .itter a quick
wave, and run to his
friend's waiting truck. Phoebe began to sob, and
at each red light and stop si^n, put her hand on
the door handle and tried to gauge how tar away
they were now and if she could run to him
safely, before dark. Then they were on the ramp
to the Thruway, speeding up, and she had no
idea where exactly they were. Simon was left
behind. B> e hoice. I le was fr<
The new home was eerily silent. Mom
cried every night for weeks over Simon's ab-
sence, and Dad's drinking increased. Phoebe and
fake harshl) *. ritic ized the smaller school system
and foreign small-town mentality of their new
peers. And while lake- delved into his school-
work and became a model student and eager
tutor to the "slower kids," Phoebe isolated herself
more than ewer. She ignored attempts of local
kids to befriend her, and was extremely irritable
at home, barely speaking to anyone and iv ad\ lor
an argument at the slightest provocation, sueh as
"What are you doing.*" from her mother down-
stairs. She did only the required work in school,
preventing both failure arid praise. Her new
bedroom door had a lock on it, which she used
whenever she wasn't at school, or eating dinner.
Simon was the only family member
excluded from her new misery. Her heart jumped
when the phone ran^ and she heard her mother
sing,"Hi, honey!" And he seemed to listen
sympathetically as she would gripe about the new
school or lack of "things to olo here," but he
soon began to castigate her for the behavior
Mom had told him about. "Phoebe, don't make
this any harder on
everyone than it
already is," he'd sa\
disdainfully. She was
hurt b\ this authorita-
tive attitude arid
instantly deflec ted it.
She didn't need chid-
ing, she needed him to
hold her as she cried
over the absence ot
ambition 111 her new-
life here. .And she
didn't care about
Beth's new car, she
wanted to tell him that
she needed him here
because the new staircase was smaller -you
could hear the fucking ice cubes in his ulass. She
wanted to hear that he was coming to rescue
her, take her away from the gloomy new house
and bring her home. Yet all she heard was "Jesus,
don't you think it's time you grew up.'"
1 le newer came to visit without Beth, ariel
Phoebe went out of her wax to exacerbate the
uncas\ feeling of a stranger in the house'. She'd
coolly request that Simon leave Beth at home
while they go tor a drive. She'd audibly si^h
when waiting tor Beth to finish dressing before
they were all to go out together. She met all ot
Simon's glares, hoping his countenance would
soon melt into his familiar look when he realized
his sister was m pain. Crying inside. Grieving.
1 ler wish was newer granted though, and she
remembered the icy politeness in his voice as he-
said goodbye to her at the airport. The wedge
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was being driven deeper and deeper. Alter three
like visits over the span of a year, he stopped
calling for her. If she answered the phone, he'd
curtly ask how school was. Fine, how was work?
Good, listen I can't talk long is Mom there.'
Fine. Good. Sad.
Now, years later, it was worse. She was in
college in yet another state, with surprisingly
good grades and a small circle of friends. Now
they went for months without speaking at all.
Last Christmas Eve, when Phoebe had no money
for a plane ticket and Mom had the flu anyway,
Simon announced his engagement to Beth at
Grandma's house. Cousin Jennifer told her how
nervous he was and that the riny was beautiful.
Phoebe called her brother to congratulate him,
sickened that her absence didn't prolong such an
event, and chilled as she heard her own voice,
saying "Congratulations, Simon" in the same
tone as when he bought ^^^^^_^_^_^_
the old used Pontiac from
his friend two years ago.
Flat. Devoid o( feeling.
She couldn't fathom how
she should sound, though.
Would exuberance shock
him? Would it sound false?
Some time and some place
they had lost their own language. Their secret
code. Maybe it was when they parted on that
cold November afternoon and they couldn't read
each other's glances anymore. When his sneak-
ing into her room with a stack of comic books
and an illegal plate of cookies could no longer be
"I'm sorry." When her bugging him for his
records or his kidnapping her dolls could not be
"I love you." All they had to use now were
words, an unnerving alternative. So they agreed,
silently but mutually, that time had definitely
stolen something they could never retrieve. They
didn't even seem to know what it was, but it was
gone.
Last March, during Spring Break, there
was a family reunion at their parents' house.
After a big dinner and lengthy update on every
aunt, uncle, and cousin, pillows and blankets
were distributed and the house drifted into a
quiet symphony of coughs, whispers, and snores.
While Phoebe sat in bed, reading, Simon came
into her room.
bed
"I le\ ," he said, sitl ing at tin- fi n >i i ij hei
"What."'
"Nothm'
you've been d( un'
Some time and some
place they had lost their
own language* Their
secret code.
just wanted to kin >u whai
lately. 1 low's st hoi >l
.'"
"It's okay. 1 mean, this * me iter's better
than the last one. I'm doing alright. How's
work?"
"Well my boss is an asshole, but the
money's ^^k\, so tuck him. Did you see Beth's
ring?
"Yeah. It's gorgeous. Is it real?" she
smirked.
"Oh, you're cute. No, I won it. Ed
McMahon bought it for me." They both
laughed, then stopped.
A lull.
He got up and started looking at her
tapes. "They any good?"
_^^^^_^^^^_ But Phoebe didn't want
to talk about music and
work and school. She
wanted to tell him how
badly she wants Beth to like
her. She wanted to say she's
changed now. She wanted
to throw her arms around
his neck and cry because
she wasn't there for his engagement party. She
wanted to tell him she lost her virginity three
months ago. She wanted to know if he was truly
happy. She wanted to know if he still played
Frank Sinatra every Christmas Eve at midnight.
If he still wore that red knit hat to bed when it
got cold. If he can forgive Dad, now that he goes
to A.A. If she should. If he could ever forgive
her for not letting him go, but forcing him out.
She wanted to suggest a game of tackle
football for tomorrow, but her sudden awareness
of the body she now inhabited, a woman's body,
betrayed the image she treasured of the way she
used to run unabashedly, leaping on her brother's
back, squealing with pure joy as he'd still try to
run for the touchdown with an eleven-year-old
clawing at his sweatshirt.
She'd look ridiculous, she deemed.
So, as her chest pounded and her mind
raced with all of these thoughts, she suppressed
them, closed the book she held, and yawned.
"Yeah, they're pretty good. I saw them in
C
concert .1 few months ago. You can borrow ii it
you want.*
1
"Yeah, maybe 1 will."
"Well, listen, Simon, I'm exhausted."
"Yeah, me too. We still going out to
lunch tomorrow .' Where do you wanna go?"
"1 don'l ^are. Jake says there's a new
place on Hertel he wants to try. It doesn't mat-
ter. Will you gel the light, please.' 1 don't wanna
mo\ 1
He walked across the room and told her,
"Yeah, one more thing
—
you better not use up
all the hot water tomorrow like you did this
morning."
She smiled, and flung one ol her stuffed
animals at him. She missed.
He clicked the light ott and stood at the
doorway, almost lingering, with Phoebe looking
at the back-lit man in her doorway thinking
pleasepleaseplease don't leave. Sa\ something
serious and lot's talk pleaseplease.
"I'll s t e you tomorrow, Phoebe," was all
he said, though. Then he walked out and softly
closed her door.
She sighed, staring at the ceiling, think-
ing about what had just happened. What was he
doing? Was he hack.' No. Something wasn't
right. She telt around under her bed tor the
stutted pig she had named "Kitty." She found
him, clutched him to her chest and tried to
sleep. Well, we tried, Kitty, she thought.
But it wasn't quite ri^ht. It was awk-
ward—almost forced . . .
Unnatural . . .
Like a goddamn Picture Day smile.
- EnuK J leverin
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Survival of the Fittest
I am a wall,
And he grows on me like ivy.
He clings to me
hi the shadows that I cast;
But his affection is too strong,
It smothers me.
And as I begin to crumble into ruin,
Ruin caused by love,
He continues to live
And remain green
Long after I am dust.
And he will continue to grow
Until he has found another wall
To cling to and destroy.
- Amy R. Hartley
William Tells Time
I shot glances like arrows
Over his head at the apple
Which was the clock;
But my aim was too low,
And I pierced his heart.
- Amy R. Hartley
Somedays Are Missing
He holds my body
in his right hand.
I feel the pressure there
and at first it burned,
and got cold and now-
just tingles like needles
in my skin, a place
that has fallen
asleep and is just now
waking up.
- Shannon \ arley
The Recluse
Black veil
c Covering her eyes
in- knows win
Bui no one will ask her
Soft pale ^km
i k>vered by death's clothes
She's hiding from her mind
Trying to escape its toll
She cannot sing
Her own voice would scare her
She can't feel the wind blow
Without feeling alone
The people she thought would he there
No longer are beside her
Leaving her in pain
With nothing to do but hide.
- Brunt Freeman
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Competition
The night bled across the sky,
Drowning the day in a pool of black,
Stars mourn the day gone by,
As darkness enjoys the spoils of its attack.
The land soaks in midnight hue,
Grey mingles in the shadows,
And the moonlight casts shades of blue,
While the victorious night silently glows.
At dawn the battle is resumed,
The dark losing to the powerful light,
The night will be completely consumed,
And darkness will wait for the next fight.
- Christopher ] . Soucy
Clouds Gray Clouds
The gray heavy clouds, looming
above my fields, are ready,
after collecting the dew from
far away forests, collecting
the mist from far away
towns, collecting the warm moist
breath of my fellow
men, and moving it over
great imposing mountains tipped white with snow,
moving it across wide life-drinking
deserts, to shower down
upon my parching farm
and quench my fading crops
ready for a gulp,
before moving on to grow
gray again.
- Craig Kozhwski
The Devil Smiled at Me
The devil smiled at me,
Holding ofll the horde ol demons,
The devil smiled ai me.
The angels wept tor me,
Waiting tor the priest's sermons,
The angels wept tor me.
The stars sing to me,
Tiny lights pointing the way,
Tin- Mars sing to me.
C Jod is angered with me,
Waiting for Judgement Day,
God is angered with me.
Some people want to he me,
Immortality coursing through my veins,
Some people want to be me.
Some people are afraid of me,
M\ soul covered with blood stains,
Some people are afraid of me.
This world is tired i)( me,
Tired ot my c ursed destiny,
This world is tired of me.
- ( Christopher J . Soucy
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Black
Shadows crossing in the dark
Shade my day, the light
Darkness lurks behind the spark
hidden
Swiftly into darkness
do not be afraid
light a match if you must
it will soon be dark again
I dare you to run . . .
Light a match
Follow me
Shadows crossing in the dark
Shade my day, the light
Darkness lurks behind the spark
hidden
Where's a match.?
Where's a spark?
Start to hide in the dark
Darkness lurks behind you
Close your eyes
and make believe
Blow it out
watch light leave
Silence
Darkness
Nothing there
So into nothing you sit and stare.
-joy Moore
Candle
A burning candle barely illuminating the darkness,
A wan, yellow glow oi hollow light.
A single flame sits on top,
gracefully floating atop its sinking throne,
in a pool of liquid memories,
A mirror for the flame to gaze at and into.
Melted drops of hot wax trickle down the sides,
each tracing its path as it freezes in time.
All who look upon the candle
will see how many drops have fallen.
A candle which burns nightly
will reach the bottom quickly,
but one rarely lit has more life
to live in its slowly falling height.
- Anousith Sriratanakoul
1920 Fortune Ave.
Raking paint,
Splintered rails,
Rotting steps,
Hingeless doors.
Windows broken;
Weeds abound
—
Leaking roof,
Shingles missing.
Quiet shadows
look tor friends
—
Family's left,
I lope is lost.
Laughter rang
Where spiders lurk.
1 oys once filled
Justy floors.
3
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Love long gone
—
Memories linger.
Life was rich
—
Death is stronger.
Abandoned house
once home to m.inv
( 'nes alone—and sits
—
Remembering.
- Charles L. Jonas
The Fox Puppy
patter my feet
The of little
can be heard
behind my hiding [Mace
and then I dart for the quick bite
on the
dangling
fingers
hanging
over.
With an
OUCH!
and a swipe
I am t ng o d
u i v n o
m 1 e a v
b r e
r
snapping at the hand
teasing my snout.
I escape to my den.
Being slick,
I sneak to my den's other side.
Then on with the game i
1 P
as the hand grabs and f s m
e.
GNAW!
BITE! SCRATCH!
OUCH!
Finally,
fooling the hand,
plaything's back
my
on
hop
while he's resting on the floor.
I SNATCH a big chunk of ear and SHAKE! SHAKE!
SHAKE!
i
I have won this game.
P
-Joey H. McKenzie
Autumn
The cold yellow flame ol the fall hickory,
its triumph over time
heralded by golden flags.
The audience oi empty hands
waves a brilliant goodbye,
like so many
drifting home from the party.
To bed, to bed!
- Vance I lanson
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